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RAXEN BIMONTHLY BULLETIN – NO 6

The information provided must include reference to the actual source, not only
media reports, unless referring to a media debate or theme
1. THE “POLITICAL HEADLINES”
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Significant issues regarding racism/xenophobia and anti-discrimination (including issues
regarding the Jewish, Muslim and Roma communities) in public debate - cases of racism that
received wide publicity and exemplary court cases. Please focus on issues for which additional
online information is also available regarding either the information itself or the organization
providing it (preferably governmental bodies or important NGO’s). Please no more than 3 items.
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NGO network calls on the government to reinforce its struggle against antiSemitism
On occasion of the 67th anniversary of the Reichspogrom night, a broad network of 25
NGOs urged the new German government to explicitly include the struggle against antiSemitism into its coalition accord for the upcoming legislative period. The network,
which was established as a result of last year OSCE conference on anti-Semitism,
released a list of recommended measures against anti-Semitism (www.ngoforumberlin.
org ; e.g. Tagesspiegel 09.11.2005).
In their coalition accord, the parties CDU/CSU and SPD announced their intention to
continue and sustained the struggle against right-wing extremism, xenophobia and antiSemitism; the importance of an intense dialogue with Jews and Muslims is also
explicitly mentioned (www.spd.de/servlet/PB/show/1589444/111105_Koalitionsvertrag.
pdf ).
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North Rhine-Westphalia government introduced bill to ban of Muslim headscarves
at schools
The ruling parties in North Rhine-Westphalia, CDU and FDP, introduced a bill (14/569)
which aims at banning Muslim teachers from wearing headscarves whilst teaching at
state schools. According to the bill, which is worded similar to the respective state law
of Baden-Württemberg, Christian and Jewish symbols will to be remain allowed. (www.
landtag.nrw.de).
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Federal Board of Foreigners’ Councils calls for municipal voting right for longstay migrants
The items should appear in order of importance and not chronologically
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2. UPDATE ON LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS

Significant developments regarding anti-discrimination and anti-racist legislation, e.g. the
transposition process of Directives 43 and 78. It is crucially important that you quote the primary
source/s. Please do not include more than 3 items.

(max. 2000 characters)
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The future of anti-discrimination legislation remains unclear in Germany
After the former government failed to pass a law which was supposed to implement the
EU Equality Directives, it remains unclear when and how the new government, led by
the Conservatives parties (CDU/CSU) and the Social Democrats (SPD), will transpose
the EU anti-discrimination directives into national law. The coalition accord of the
Conservatives and the Social Democrats only contains the vague announcement that the
directives will be transposed. It is expected that the minimum EU standards will not be
exceeded.
The representatives of the Green party and several NGOs called on the new government
to introduce a more comprehensive anti-discrimination law which exceeds the minimum
standards of the EU directives.
(Antidiskriminierungsnetzwerk Berlin press release 07.11.2005; taz
21.10.2005/05.11.2005; FR 03.110.2005; www.kobinet-nachrichten.org)

The items should appear in order of importance and not chronologically
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3. RESEARCH

Significant major national reports on racism/xenophobia (including issues regarding the Jewish,
Muslim and Roma communities). It is crucially important that you quote the primary source/s.

(max. 2000 characters)
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Edited volume on education in the immigration society
The edited volume “School in the Immigration Society. A Handbook” covers various
issues of integration in the field of curricular and non-curricular education. Some
articles deal explicitly with discrimination and concept of racism, others are on the
educational challenges in an immigrant society such as models of bilingual and
intercultural education.
Leiprecht, R.; Kerber, A. (2005) Schule in der Einwanderungsgesellschaft. Ein
Handbuch. Schwalbach: Wochenschau Verlag
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Empirical study on educational competences in grade 4
The KESS 4 study analyses the level of competences in, among others, reading, writing
and maths of young pupils who attend grade 4 in the state of Hamburg. The results
confirm that children from “socially under-privileged” families reach an on average
lower level of cognitive skills; the migrant status has a further deteriorating effect on the
pupils’ attainments. The study also reveals non-performance-related selection
mechanisms in the school system, i.e. pupils from a low social stratum are less likely to
attend grammar school than pupils from a high stratum even if their level of educational
attainments is even.
Bos, W.; Pietsch, M. (2005) KESS 4. Kompetenz und Einstellungen von Schülerinnen
und Schülern Jahrgangstufe 4. Hamburg
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Study confirms association between social origin and level of competences
The second PISA-E study, commissioned by the OECD, confirmed the strong
association between social origin of pupils and their level of achieved skills. The results
indicate that the material and cultural resources of the families play a significant role for
the development of skills. Migrant pupils’ potentials are often ignored and not
supported sufficiently at school; in-depth analyses illustrate that it is vital for the
educational attainment that migrant children learn German in an early stage.
Prenzel, M. et al. (2005) PISA 2003: Ergebnisse des 2. Ländervergleichs.
Zusammenfassung
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4. ANNEX

Present the latest published official / unofficial statistical data or incidents lists on racist violence
and crimes, antisemitism and Islamophobia with a statement on their relevance and validity.
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Official statistics on extreme right-wing crimes and xenophobic crimes
According to the preliminary official statistics, the number of politically motivated
(PMK) extreme right-wing crimes (based on regular parliamentary inquiries) reached
its peak level in August, when exactly 1,000 of such crimes were registered. 694 of
these PMK right-wing crimes were categorised as propaganda offences and 48 as
violent crimes. 116 of all the 1,000 PMK right-wing crimes were deemed to be
xenophobic. 18 of these 116 xenophobic crimes were registered as violent crimes and 9
people were injured as a result of them.
In September, the total number of PMK right-wing decreased slightly (969); however,
the figures reveal that the level of violent crimes increased significantly: 74 of these
crimes were registered as violent and 674 as propaganda offences. 141 of all 969 PMK
right-wing crimes were categorised as xenophobic; 36 of these xenophobic crimes were
registered as violent crimes.
In the first nine months of the year 2005, 7,574 PMK right-wing crimes were
registered by the police, 427 of them were violent crimes. In the comparable period of
2004, “only” 5,736 such PMK right-wing crimes were registered, i.e. an increase of
32%. Between January and September 2005, 1,061 crimes of all PMK right-wing
crimes were deemed to be xenophobic (I-IX/2004: 1,064), among those 173 violent
crimes (I-IX/2004: 186).
www.petra-pau.de/15_bundestag/dok/down/2005_zf_antisemitische_straftaten.pdf
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Official statistics on anti-Semitic crimes: first half year of 2005
The figures on anti-Semitic crimes display a drastic increase: In the first half year of
2005, 604 anti-Semitic crimes were registered (first quarter: 296; second quarter: 308).
Eleven people were injured as a result of one of these crimes. In the comparable period
of previous year the official statistic list “only” 469 such crimes (with 5 people injured);
this represents an increase in the number of anti-Semitic crimes in 2005 by almost 29%.
www.petra-pau.de/15_bundestag/dok/down/2005_zf_antisemitische_straftaten.pdf
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Selected xenophobic and anti-Semitic incidents: unofficial data
The following list represents a selection of (supposedly) extreme right-wing,
xenophobic and/or anti-Semitic incidents; the selection is based on media reports and
press releases by the local police departments; they are all verified by the police
authorities.
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